S9330 SWEET REVENGE  (USA, 10/31/1984)  [TV]
(Other titles: Code of honor)

Credits: director, David Greene ; writer, Andrew Petermarin.
Cast: Alec Baldwin, Kelly McGillis, Wings Hauser, Kevin Dobson.
Summary: A married Vietnam veteran major (Dobson) gets his commanding
general’s teenage daughter pregnant. When the girl dies during a back-alley
abortion, the major places the blame on a captain who is drummed out of the
service and commits suicide. Fourteen years later, the captain’s younger sister
(McGillis) plots an elaborate scheme to exact revenge for her brother. The
Vietnam connection is noted in Lanning’s Vietnam at the movies. Col.
Cheevers (Dobson) is an adulterer and blatantly dishonest, though he is
called “one of the Army’s finest.”
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